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Since Reveal Digital joined ITHAKA in February, we have spoken to nearly two dozen librarians, teachers
and activists who work with high school students, college students and people from marginalized
communities about the collection formerly called Newspapers of the Ku Klux Klan. We heard two
messages consistently and clearly from this group.
1. The content proposed for this collection is important and needs to be widely accessible for study
to help prevent groups that espouse a similar ideology from gaining such a powerful influence
again and to guard against revisionist history.
2. At the same time, the material reflects a hate-filled ideology and must be presented in a
responsible way with clear context and a non-neutral approach

In response to all we heard, we have adopted important changes to the project.
1. We are changing the name from Newspaper of the Ku Klux Klan to Hate In America, White
Nationalism and the Press in the 1920s. The name in itself begins to provide context to the
collection.
2. We are expanding the project’s target title list to include newspapers published by groups
attacked by the Klan and other white nationalist groups during this period. As you will see when
you spend time in the collection, the Klan’s attacks were primarily focused on the Catholic
Church and immigration. Racial and ethnic groups were also frequent targets. We are working
with the Catholic News Archive team to identify and acquire rights to Catholic newspapers that
had a strong anti-Klan voice in the 1920s. We are also looking for Jewish, Labor and African
American newspapers from the time. Here is a link to the revised target title list that you can
sort or filter by category.

3. We have added a new “Context” page to the site. The context page contains links to books,
articles, essays, scholarly blog posts and maps that provide historical context to white
nationalism in the 1920s and its parallels to today. Users will also find an extensive list of lesson
plans on understanding and responding to bigotry and racism. There are links to the Context
page from the introductory text on the home page and on the top navigation bar, which is
always visible to users.

4. Coming soon…Because Hate In America will be an open collection, we are also taking steps to
ensure people who bypass the Home page by coming into the site from Google searches or
similar, are alerted to the nature of the content before they are able to view it. Those users will
need to click through a warning box containing the text below:
Many of the newspapers in this collection contain extreme and racist views held
by white nationalist organizations active in America in the 1920s. These
materials are provided solely for scholarly purposes. Reveal Digital does not
endorse or support the views expressed in this content, and the availability of
this material on the Reveal Digital website is not intended to promote the views
expressed.
Reveal Digital strongly advises the reader to visit the CONTEXT page to learn more
about white nationalism in the 1920s and how people countered the message of
hate, fear, and exclusion.

5. Finally, when a user downloads the content for purposes of saving to a local computer or to
print, a footer will be printed on each page providing citation information.

With these changes in place, we are moving forward with digitization and fundraising. Below is a
summary of the pages of new content in production now. Note that the pages currently available on the
site will be re-produced to create article-level metadata, where only page-level metadata exists today.
All new content will be digitized to the article level.
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Because of the expanded scope of the collection, the funding goal is higher than the original project.
Our revised funding goal is $675,250. To date, sixty-six libraries have contributed $379,358, which is
56% of the way to the funding goal. Our goal is to complete fundraising in June 2021, but we are
optimistic we can reach the goal before the end of 2020.

